MEDIAINFO
The Banner Heavy Duty Tester offers quick and reliable battery checks
Battery testing with buffalo power is as easy as pie!
Winter is just around the corner and along with it that feeling of uncertainty as to whether or not the
vehicle can be depended upon to start. Therefore, it is essential to have a fit battery that one can
rely on even in low temperatures and a battery check at the beginning of the cold season should be
just as much a matter of course as the switch to winter tyres, which is vital in some climates.
Accordingly, with its Heavy Duty BBT HD1, Banner offers a perfect device for the measurement of
motorcycle, car and truck batteries. This innovative tester, which is particularly easy on the
batteries, is ideally suited to intensive garage demands.

Leonding, 5 November 2019. Using the Heavy Duty BBT HD1, the charging status, voltage and many
other features can be tested without unnecessarily burdening the battery. For many years, Banner has
been supplying professional testing devices that are based on its precise knowledge of the demands and
needs of starter batteries, which emanates from its extensive experience as a manufacturer. As Andreas
Bawart, the Banner Commercial CEO, explains, “With the Heavy Duty BBT HD1 we have added a light and
safe to operate tester to our range that provides quick and reliable checking of motorcycle, car and truck
batteries. The device is ideal for 6V and 12V standard, start/stop and truck batteries.”

Fascinating features
The BBT HD1 tester is characterised by straightforward operation, a robust housing, a 12V and 24V battery
charging system test and rapid printouts. Micro-controlled measurements ensure precise, immediate
results and menu guidance presents a choice of six languages, which are shown on a large, illuminated
four-line display complete with graphics. The integrated graphic printer documents all the measured values
with a date and test code on paper and amongst other uses the results can be employed as a basis for
garage discussions with customers. Last, but not least, software is also included for the logging of the
measurement results on PCs.
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MEDIAINFO
A battery check with buffalo power is really straightforward
In order that a vehicle battery supplies constant energy throughout the winter and thus stays in peak
condition, the starter battery manufacturer from Austria recommends checks with the BBT HD1. As a
consequence, Banner customers can obtain certainty as to whether action is required in order to maintain
top battery performance.

Captions:
Photo 1 The Banner Heavy Duty BBT HD1 battery tester
Photo credit: Banner GmbH, reprints free of charge. Specimen copy requested.
Banner at a glance
Banner GmbH is an innovative, steadily expanding producer of top quality starter batteries. The company, which is based
in Linz-Leonding, Austria, has been manufacturing batteries for all types of vehicles since 1937. The family-owned firm,
which is headed by Andreas Bawart and Thomas Bawart, employs a workforce of around 810 across Europe. Banner
produces and sells over 4.8 million starter batteries annually and thus numbers among the oldest, most experienced and
important brands in the battery production field. The company’s battery production plant is one of the most modern and
environment-friendly in Europe, and environmental protection is a vital element in Banner’s corporate philosophy. In
addition, the company is a founder member of the Starter Battery Environmental Forum (UFS) in Austria and sees its
processing of lead as demanding a special degree of responsibility. Research and production take place in accordance
with the most stringent quality standards and employ environment-friendly procedures.
Banner’s starter battery production is characterised by a closed cycle, which extends from manufacture to recycling and
through continual improvement minimises and prevents environmental impact. Banner batteries are used for the first
fitting of numerous models from Audi, BMW, Caterpillar, Jungheinrich, Kässbohrer, Liebherr, Mercedes, Mitsubishi,
Porsche, SEAT, Volvo and VW. A company network of sales companies in thirteen countries provides retailer support
and in addition Banner products are sold in more than 60 European, African and Asian states via direct importers. Futureoriented technology and outstanding quality underline the international reputation of these exemplary products with
“buffalo power”, which are also characterised by the Banner logo.
Further information is available at bannerbatterien.com
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